Since we first started our series of app wheel posters with suggestions for iPad apps that can help with different aspects of dyslexia and communication difficulties, we have had regular queries about iPad apps to help learners with numeracy difficulties. This is our response. It is by no means comprehensive but attempts to identify relevant, useful apps that will help to embed numerical learning and to give opportunities for repeated practice.

When we were compiling our list of apps, we found that some developers were not planning on multi-platform, web-based activities, which could still be used on an iPad. We therefore decided to include a short list of web sites with relevant online activities in this poster.

- Coolmath4Kids
- Crickweb
- Doorway Online
- Math Playground
- TES Elements – Maths
- Twinkl – Primary Resources - Maths

Contact shirley.lawson@ed.ac.uk with any questions about bespoke training.
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